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In Europe and America alike, 19th-century French organ music continues to attract performers and

devotees. Scholars and critics are examining the organ music of Cesar Franck and other

distinguished composers - Boely, Guilmant, Widor - and exploring the impact uppon this repertoire

of the organ building achievements of Aristide Cavaille-Coll. The book divides into four sections.

The first section examines the careers of organists during the Revolution, surveys the types of

organ music they preserved in those disruptive circumstances, analyzes an important question of

cantus-firmus-based organ works by Boely, places early 19th-century liturgical music within the

specific characteristics of the Parisian Rite, and investigates the meaning of Lemmen's "Ecole

d'orgue" in the historical context of 19th-century pedagogical works. The second section focuses on

a little-known document which provides new information on Franck's registrations, and analyzes the

late stage of Franck's process of composing the celebrated "Choral No.1 in E major". The third

section re-examines Franck's preserved manuscripts, the various publications of his organ works,

and the divergent performance traditions associated with this repertoire. The final section explores

Guilmant's extensive organ works included in the collection "L'Organiste liturgiste", provides a close

reading of Widor's monumental "Symphonie romane", and examines the famous Trocadero organ

series, a milestone not only in Parisian organ playing, but in the broad history of organ music in

public culture.
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Excellent scholarship; highly recommended for all academic collections. --ChoiceLawrence

Archbold and William J. Peterson have amassed the quintessential scholarly compendium. . . . For

recitalists, informed teachers, and students of the Romantic period, this is required reading and

study. --American OrganistAn enormous amount of scholarly investigation has gone into this

volume. . . a thoroughly admirable piece of work. --Music & Letters --This text refers to the

Paperback edition.

In Europe and America alike, nineteenth-century French organ music continues to attract

performers and devotees. This volume contains contributions by many of the most prominent

scholars and performer-scholars dealing with this fascinating repertoire. In their essays, nearly all

previously unpublished or unavailable in English translation, they examine selected parts of this

varied repertoire through stylistic analysis, the study of compositional process, and the exploration

of how ideas about organ technique and performance-practice traditions developed and became

codified. New consideration is also given to the political and cultural contexts within which French

organist-composers worked. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.

A very readable collections of essays. Excellent scholarship without being pedantic.

Needs better description. I thought it was a music book not a reading book about music. Otherwise

luckily the person still liked the book very much. Good value and delivery thx.. Just a little late for

what I paid ;((
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